
 

Vector Calculus
Suffix notation

The Cartesian unit vectors form a basis for 3D space
Anyvector in the space can uniquely be represented

q ai fi
orthonormal an'd right handed et E I

Suffix notation simplifies representations a k aib
the Kronecker delta Sij can pick out components
e g Sijaj Ai
the Levi Civita symbol Eijk is 1 for even cyclic
permutations and 1 for odd Eijk Ekij Ejki

a x K Ei Eijkajbk
Matrix quantities with suffix notation

y Aoc y Aix
A 8C Ai's Biker
tr A Aii
defA Eijkatiazjask Sii Sim Sin

The product of two Eijk symbols is Eijkamn Sicsom sin
mostuseful contraction Ski Sam Sun

Eijk Eilm fjlfkm Sjmfm

Vector differential operators in Cartesian coordinates

The gradient of a scalar field is given by
00 Rfa Fy Ff Ei Ji shorthand to

0 Etd tocry OO dir t 0CIdk12
the directional derivative at a point on a surface is

E 00 where I is the unit tangent
so 00 points in the direction of fastest increase
we can construct a normal to the surface 0Ce const

as a 001
1001

The divergence of a vector field E ei Fica is

T E SEEtaffy ZEE Tri Fi

The cart operator returns anothervector field
x E ei Ei KI Fk

only defined in 30 space
The Laplacian can operate on scalar or vector fields

TO IIIza O E ein 3 g
O E and 020 are invariant under rotation of coordinates
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Important vector calculus identities
0 Oct 040
O x OO Q
O CoxEl Q

Dx CoxEl OCP E HE
0 ExE G COXE E CoxE

others can bederived with suffix notation
Ox E Q E 00 for some 0 i e conservative

O E E 0 6 forsome G ie solenoidal

Integral theorems

the gradient theorem

fc 0l.dr 0cal local
a

The divergence theorem

E DV f E DE DEEDS where an
points outwards

easy to show for cuboid then build arbitrary surface
by considering D Olan and O Exa for some
constant a similar results can bederived
Sv00 all Isolds Ju xE du Is DEKE

Stokes theorem

Js xEl DE fogs E dt as

multiply connected surfaces must be
treated with care

The integral theorems give rise to coordinate free definitions
of dir grad curl

E cool IIoff Teti
O E III o tuf E DE

d

E CoxEl stingo Jose Edt

Orthogonal curvilinear coordinates

Cartesiancoordinates can be replaced with an independent set
9 Gc plz qdxipcz.dz 9364,04xD

A line element in general coordinates is
de hi doe hedoes thedoes
hi can be found by considering how I changed
with an increment in qi hi II

Zoli
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we write ki hiei Cno sum where hi is the
metric coefficient and Ei is the unitvector
hi O is a coordinate breakdown

The Jacobian matrix describes the Xi qi transform
20429 20429 204293

3 73q zag
ha ha ha

the Jacobian is the determinant of the matrix

J 4f.iq qy hilhxhs
the volume element in curvilinear coordinates is related
to hi hz volume of parallelepiped and thus to J

AV ITI dadad93
hence Jacobians are neededwhen changing coordinates
in a multiple integral

In the case of multiple coordinate transforms we can

just multiply Jacobian matrices Consider 3 coordinate

systems hi Ri Vi

3 E ftp BIr Jax Jane Jar

Orthonormalcoordinaterm
For orthonormal systems Ei E's Sig
The squared line element is

del hidaithidgithidq
there are necrossetums e g dq.dk so it
is much easier to do calculus

The Jacobian is just h heh
Cylindrical coordinates singular on p o

he I ho p he L axis
Spherical coordinates singular for

hr I ha r hoc rsinQ r 0 0 0 it

we know that dot COOH de Using the expression
for dir in an orthonormal system we can show

0 Ih Ffg Cno sunt

Div and curl are more complicated

O E 4th IqChah f t cyclicperms

one h.tn hai5ahaEaa.hIEa

h F huh h3F3
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